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Abstract—The authors present detailed, yet largely analytical,
models for gain, optical bandwidth, and saturation power of vertical-cavity semiconductor optical amplifiers (VCSOAs) in reflection and transmission mode. Simple formulas for the gain-bandwidth product are derived. The saturation model considers a sublinear material gain, gain enhancement by the standing-wave effect, and all relevant carrier recombination mechanisms. Excellent
agreement with measurements on novel 1.3- m VCSOAs is obtained. The models are used to analyze device performance and to
investigate optimization options. Parameter plots are given which
allow for an easy exploration of the VCSOA design space, matching
desired performance data with the required mirror reflectivity and
pump current.
Index Terms—Fabry–Perot resonators, nonlinear equations, optical fiber devices, optical filters, optical resonators, optical saturation, quantum-well devices, semiconductor device modeling, semiconductor optical amplifiers, surface-emitting lasers.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY, vertical-cavity semiconductor optical amplifiers (VCSOAs) have been the topic of increasing interest.
They are potential low-cost alternatives to in-plane SOAs and
they have the inherent advantage of polarization insensitivity,
high-fiber coupling efficiency, and low noise figure. Two-dimensional arrays of VCSOAs are attractive for parallel applications. Several groups have fabricated VCSOAs based on GaAs
(0.97- m wavelength) [1] or InP (1.55 m) [2], [3]. We have recently demonstrated the first 1.3- m vertical-cavity amplifiers
[4]. VCSOAs operating at a 1.3- m wavelength are desirable
fiber optic components. Commercial 1.3- m vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) are already in production [5].
Those optically pumped VCSELs use GaAs/InP wafer fusion
to combine InP-based gain regions with highly reflective AlGaAs/GaAs mirrors.
The refractive index profile in the center part of our
double-fused, planar, and undoped vertical-cavity amplifier is
shown in Fig. 1. Two 1.3- m AlAs/GaAs distributed Bragg
reflectors (DBRs) with 25 (bottom) and 13 (top) periods,
respectively, are fused to an InP-based active region. The DBR
spacing is about 1 m, 2.5 times the internal signal wavelength.
The active region contains three stacks of seven compressively
quantum-wells (QWs)
strained 6.3-nm thick InAs P
and strain-compensating In Ga P barriers. The three
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multi-quantum-well (MQW) stacks are placed at the three
central peaks of the standing optical wave (Fig. 1). The 21
quantum wells are designed to have maximum optical gain at
the signal wavelength (Fig. 2). The quantum wells are also the
only layers in our structure to allow for band-to-band absorption
of the 980-nm pump laser beam. The pump beam is focused
through the bottom GaAs substrate to a small spot of about
8 m in diameter. The input signal is generated by a tunable
1.3- m laser and it is coupled in and out through the front
DBR using a circulator (signal spot size 4 m). Focusing and
matching both the light beams is crucial to achieve sufficient
optical gain in our planar device. A 1.3- m anti-reflection
coating was applied to the GaAs substrate to avoid interference
from backside signal reflection. The output signal is monitored
by an optical spectrum analyzer. With 13 front mirror periods,
the best performance parameters measured at different pump
levels are 9.4-dB fiber-to-fiber gain, 90-GHz optical bandwidth
(0.5 nm), and 6.1-dBm saturation output power. At different
signal wavelengths, other VCSOAs have already shown higher
gain [1], [2] and larger bandwidth [3].
To improve the performance of present VCSOAs, a more detailed understanding of design options is highly desirable. The
design theory for Fabry–Perot in-plane SOAs is well developed
(see, e.g., [6]); however, some limiting factors are often neglected, like the sublinear increase of the material gain with
rising carrier density (see inset of Fig. 2). Moreover, verticalcavity devices exhibit important differences. The short vertical
cavity allows for only one longitudinal mode. Thin active layers
are passed in the vertical direction and the single-pass gain is
very small. However, the material gain may be enhanced by up
to a factor two if the active layers are placed at the peaks of the
standing optical waves. Highly reflective DBRs are required for
reasonable amplifier gain. Light penetration into these mirrors
substantially enlarges the effective cavity length (Fig. 1) which
needs to be considered in Fabry–Perot-type models. There are
very few publications on the design theory of VCSOAs [7], [8].
Those papers neglect essential properties of vertical-cavity amplifiers and do not validate their calculations by measurements.
In the following, we derive a detailed yet largely analytical
one-dimensional VCSOA model both for operation in reflection mode (signal output through top DBR) and transmission
mode (signal output through bottom DBR). The model for gain
and bandwidth is based on the Fabry–Perot resonator approach
and the saturation model uses single mode rate equations. Measured characteristics from [9] are employed for validation as
well as for the extraction of internal device parameters. We will
show that design optimization can lead to major performance
improvements.
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tions. The maximum gain is achieved with
, when the
signal wavelength is identical to the Fabry–Perot resonance. The
to avoid lasing. Asamplifier needs to operate at
suming typical DBR reflectivities, the lines in Fig. 3 represent
which gives the upper limit
the lasing threshold
of the reflectivity design space as a function of the single-pass
gain. Close approximation of this limit allows for high amplifier gain. Equation (1) leads to another rule for the reflection
mode. The gain
drops below unity if
since
the emission through the back mirror exceeds the single-pass
gain. These rules apply to all Fabry–Perot amplifiers, however
and larger reflectiviVCSOAs exhibit much smaller values
ties than in-plane devices. For VCSOAs, the peak reflectivity of
layers) is given by [11]
lossless DBRs with periods (

Fig. 1. Refractive index profile and standing optical wave in the center of our
double-fused 1.3-m vertical-cavity amplifier.

(3)
using the low-to-high refractive index ratios of the two DBR
, as well as at the first
and the last
DBR inlayers
terface. Assuming refractive indexes of 3.45 (GaAs) and 2.89
and
for our de(AlAs), we calculate
vice. Absorption or diffraction within the mirror reduces the reflectivity [12]. The wavelength dependence of the DBR reflectivity is ignored here since the reflection bandwidth of typical
DBRs is much larger (about 100 nm in our case) than the amplifier bandwidth, and the cavity resonance wavelength is assumed identical to the DBR center wavelength. Our one-dimensional model also neglects the transversal optical mode structure. Resonance wavelengths differ slightly among transversal
modes. The phase in (1), (2) gives the deviation of the signal
wavelength from

Fig. 2. Calculated quantum well gain spectra at four different carrier densities.
The inset gives the peak gain versus carrier density (dots) including the fit by
(8) (line).

II. THEORY AND DESIGN RULES
A. Gain and Bandwidth
A common modeling approach to vertical cavity lasers is the
replacement of the DBRs by hard mirrors of the same reflec[10].
tivity which are separated by an effective cavity length
This way, we can start with the well-known gain formulas of
: transition
Fabry–Perot amplifiers ( : reflection mode;
mode) [7]

(1)
(2)

with the front mirror reflectivity , the back mirror reflectivity
, the single-pass gain , and the single-pass phase detuning
. These equations allow for some general design considera-

(4)
with the cavity refractive index . The effective cavity length
is larger than the DBR distance
and it includes the phase
and
into the front and back DBR, repenetration depths
. The phase penetration depth
spectively,
of a lossless DBR at the center wavelength
is given by
[13]
(5)
, the DBR penetration depth in our device is
With
about 585 nm, resulting in the effective cavity length
m (Fig. 1). Due to the high index contrast, AlAs/GaAs
DBRs exhibit smaller penetration depths than mirrors grown
is obtained by averaging
on InP. The cavity refractive index
over all layers between the two DBRs. Typically, it is somewhat higher than the refractive index of the spacer material (InP)
at the target wavelength; however, it can be affected by the
quantum well carrier density as well as by device heating.
The remaining parameter in (1), (2) to be discussed is the
. Assuming laterally uniform matesingle-pass signal gain
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rial properties across the signal spot, the single-pass gain in a
VCSOA is calculated from the active region material gain by
(6)
, the total thickness
with the gain enhancement factor
of all quantum wells, and the average cavity loss coefficient
. Gain enhancement results from the placement of the active
region(s) at the peak(s) of the standing optical wave with [14]
(7)
—thickness of each MQW stack). We calculate
for our periodic gain structure (Fig. 1). Equation (6) can
with
also be written in the more general form
and the confinement factor
the net modal gain
. However, calculation of the quantum well material gain is the main challenge of VCSOA modeling. The
optical gain depends on the QW carrier density , the signal
wavelength , the temperature , and the photon density . As, room temperature, and relatively low photon
suming
densities, the quantum well gain can be approximated by [10]

(

(8)
and the fit paramewith the transparency carrier density
and
. We calculate the optical gain of our strained
ters
MQWs utilizing an advanced laser simulation software [15].
The conduction bands are assumed to be parabolic and the nonparabolic valence bands are computed by the 4 4 kp method
including valence band mixing [16]. The gain calculations employ a Lorentzian broadening function with 0.2-ps intraband relaxation time. The resulting gain spectra are shown in Fig. 2 for
four different carrier densities. Strong absorption is calculated
at the pump wavelength and the gain is maximum at the signal
wavelength. The spectral width of the gain is on the order of 100
nm. The carrier density dependence at the signal wavelength
1.32 m can be fitted by (8) using the parameters
cm ,
cm , and
cm
(inset of Fig. 2).
The VCSOA bandwidth is mainly restricted by the linewidth
of the Fabry–Perot modes. From (1) and (2), one can easily obtain the following formulas for the amplifier bandwidth in reflection and transmission mode, respectively:

(9)

(10)
( : vacuum light velocity). These formulas give the full width at
half maximum ( 3 dB). In general, the bandwidth decreases

G

Fig. 3. Design limits of vertical-cavity amplifiers with the single-pass gain
as a parameter. The lines give the lasing threshold which imposes an upper limit
on mirror reflectivity combinations.

as the peak gain increases. The square root of the peak gain
times the bandwidth give a figure of merit that is practically
constant (gain-bandwidth product). The threshold condition and
(for small ) leads to the simple
the approximation
formulas
(11)

(12)
These equations are valid for any Fabry–Perot amplifier and
.
their results are identical for symmetrical devices
In the reflection case, (11) is restricted to gain values well above
3 dB, since the initial reflection causes a singularity of (9). Remarkably, the gain-bandwidth product in reflection mode does
and gain-bandwidth
not depend on the bottom reflectivity
or
measurements can be used to verify the front reflectivity
.
the optical cavity length
B. Saturation Power
High-signal power results in gain saturation due to carrier depletion within the active layers. We use steady-state rate equations for carriers and photons to describe the saturation effect. In
VCSOAs, only a single longitudinal mode needs to be considered. Equation (13) summarizes all physical mechanisms which
within the active layers.
affect the average carrier density
The first term describes external pumping by an effective curwhich is related to the optical pump power ( :
rent density
electron charge). In Section III, we shall use as a fit parameter, since our optical pump efficiency is hard to calculate. The
in (13)
carrier recombination rate
includes defect recombination (discussed below), spontaneous
cm /s), and Auger recombinaphoton emission (
cm /s)—material parameters are given for
tion (
typical 1.3- m InGaAsP active layers [17]. In linear approxima-
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tion, the carrier lifetime is often employed as
.
However, in long-wavelength amplifiers, Auger recombination
may cause significant deviations from the linear approximation.
The last term in (13) gives the stimulated recombination rate ( :
photon group velocity, and : average photon density). The gain
enhancement factor accounts for the standing-wave effect. A
is often used
linear gain approximation
which is appropriate for small carrier densities (cf. Fig. 2). We
avoid linear approximations here to find more realistic performance predictions for strong pumping and large carrier densities

(13)

photon density
is low and the stimulated recombination in
. In other words, car(13) is negligibly small compared to
, single-pass gain
as well
rier density , material gain
are independent on the input
as the amplifier gain
power which is desirable for typical amplifier operation. However, with increasing input power, the stimulated recombination
rate rises and the carrier density eventually starts to decrease.
This results in lower material gain and lower amplifier gain.
is reached when the amplifier
The saturation input power
gain drops to half its maximum value. Signal input and output
power at saturation are key performance parameters of amplifiers and they can be calculated analytically from above equations without any simplification, as shown in the following.
is obtained from the
First, the unsaturated carrier density
which gives a
weak signal equilibrium limit of (13)
simple cubic equation having the solution

(14)
The second rate equation summarizes all physical mechanisms
that affect the average photon density [see (14)]. The first
term describes the photon density increase resulting from the
per area
entering through the front mirror
signal power
( —Planck’s constant). The next two terms represent stimulated and spontaneous photon generation rates, respectively. The
coefficient gives the fraction of spontaneously emitted photons that is coupled into the signal mode. In our case, is about
0.01 [10]. The last term in (14) represents all photon losses, incm ) as
cluding cavity absorption and scattering (
well as photon transmission trough the mirrors with

(17)
leads to the unsaturated
Using (1) and (2), the carrier density
and
, respectively. The saturation carrier
peak gain
densities for reflection and transmission mode are then given
by

(15)

cm
For our device, we calculate
delivers the equilibrium photon density

. Equation (14)
(18)

(16)
which becomes very large near lasing threshold. The threshold
which is equivalent to
is defined by
. Alternatively, the average photon density
in
amplifiers may be calculated from the Fabry–Perot approach
[8], [18] which results in significantly larger numbers. Both
methods are known to give different results [6] and we find
full agreement with the measurements only by using the rate
equation approach.
Introducing (16) into (13), an implicit equation for the equiis obtained which is rather difficult
librium carrier density
to solve. This situation can be simplified by looking at two specific steady-state cases which are of special interest with am, the
plifiers. In the unsaturated case with small input power

(19)

From these saturation carrier densities we obtain the saturation
input power using (13) and (16)

(20)
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Fig. 4. Optical bandwidth versus peak gain in reflection mode. Dots give
measured data. Lines are calculations by (9) for 25 bottom mirror periods with
the top mirror reflectivity (periods) as parameter.

Fig. 5. Square-root (gain) times bandwidth versus output mirror reflectivity
as calculated by (11) and (12) for reflection mode (dashed) and transmission
mode (solid), respectively. For the transmission mode, the top mirror reflectivity
(periods) is given as parameter.

with
or
for reflection or transmission
mode, respectively. The saturation output power for both modes
is

(21)
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION
To validate the model and to specify internal parameters,
we first simulate measured device characteristics. Fig. 4
shows measured bandwidth data in reflection mode versus
peak gain. For comparison, calculated curves are plotted for
different front mirror reflectivities. The lines are generated by
from
to
varying the signal pass gain
(threshold). Best agreement with the measurement is obtained
, exactly as expected for 13 top mirror
for
GaAs/AlAs periods. The slight deviation is attributed to signal
coupling losses. Due to the initial reflection, the bandwidth
approaches infinity near 3-dB amplifier gain. Lower top mirror
reflection allows for larger gain and/or larger bandwidth,
however, higher single-pass gain is required. With our present
13 top mirror periods, 10-dB gain, and 30-GHz bandwidth
which corresponds to
are obtained with
cm quantum well gain and
cm carrier
density. Thinning the top mirror to five periods, for example,
500-GHz bandwidth could be obtained for 10-dB gain, recm , and
quiring
cm . For 30-GHz bandwidth, five mirror periods could give a
is achieved
36-dB gain if an even higher value of
cm ,
cm ). The latter case seems
(
out of reach but it helps to understand that extremely high
pumping levels may be required along those design curves.
The calculated gain-bandwidth product as a function of the
output mirror reflectivity is plotted in Fig. 5 for reflection and
transmission mode. Lower reflectivity gives higher bandwidth
in both cases. The reflection mode curve (dashed) crosses trans.
mission mode curves (solid) for symmetric devices

Fig. 6. Gain versus input signal power in reflection mode. Dots are measured
with 150-mW pump power; solid lines represent numerical results for 25 bottom
mirror periods and different top mirror reflectivities (periods). The dashed line
is calculated for eight top mirror periods and 40% stronger pumping.

This leads to the intuitive result that the transmission mode gives
a higher gain-bandwidth product than the reflection mode if
(and vice versa).
The dots in Fig. 6 represent measured data for the reflection
gain as a function of input power. To simulate this curve, the
steady-state carrier rate equation is solved numerically using the
average photon density given by (16). Several internal parameters are involved in this simulation which are not exactly known.
We consider both the effective pump current density and the
defect recombination parameter as most critical and vary both
numbers to find agreement with the measurement in Fig. 6. The
A/cm and the defect recombination lifetime
fit gives
ns which is a measure of active region growth quality.
With low input power, we extract 1.18 10 cm average QW
carrier density and 5-ns carrier lifetime. However, the pumping
efficiency seems to be quite low, the effective injection current
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per quantum well is only 26 A/cm leaving room for substantial
improvement. From the calculated QW absorption coefficient
/cm at
nm (Fig. 2), we estimate about 30
times higher pump current densities
(22)
(pump power
assuming a pump beam transmittance of
mW, pump area
m ). The poor pumping
efficiency is attributed to optical losses as well as to lateral
carrier spreading which is not yet included in our model. The
pump area is about four times larger than the signal spot. Better
matching and higher pump power are expected to allow for significant performance improvements. Fig. 6 also predicts the performance with lower top mirror reflectivity. The input saturation
power increases as the number of top mirror periods decreases.
The decay in reflection gain can easily be compensated for by
stronger pumping (dashed line).
Based on (21), the relation between peak gain and output saturation power is shown in Fig. 7 for a wide range of output
DBR periods. The lines are generated by varying the pump current, starting at the transparency current on the left and ending
at the lasing threshold on the right. Thus, the QW carrier density is continuously increased along the lines. The peak gain
whereas the saturarefers to the unsaturated carrier density
tion power is calculated from the somewhat smaller carrier denat saturation. With small gain
, the saturasity
since the material gain
tion power peaks sharply at
is zero [see (20)]. In other words, the rising input power stops
stimulated recombination before saturation is reached. From
that point on, the input saturation power declines steadily with
stronger pumping; however, the output saturation power benefits from the rising saturation gain which can cause a flat maximum in Fig. 7. Beyond that maximum, the saturation power
drops sharply as the lasing threshold is approached. The dot in
Fig. 7(a) represents the measurement from Fig. 6 and shows
perfect agreement. The measured saturation power is close to
its theoretical maximum for our current device with the maximum reflection gain being about 17 dB. Reducing the number
of output mirror periods allows for more gain and higher saturation power, but the required pump current also rises (Fig. 8). For
example, by reducing the top mirror reflectivity of our current
device to 0.833 (six periods), we can achieve 7 dBm of output
saturation power without sacrificing the 10-dB gain [see Fig.
7(a)]. However, the pump current density needs to be increased
to 2.35 kA/cm [see Fig. 8(a)] which is about four times higher
than with our previous experiments. This pump current gives the
cm , resulting in
unsaturated carrier density
cm and
. With the 10-dB gain, the optimized device would exhibit about 420-GHz bandwidth in reflection mode (Fig. 5). This example shows how to use Figs. 5,
7, and 8 to explore design options. Large bandwidths are desirable, e.g., for multiple channels, whereas small bandwidths are
needed in filter applications. For instance, selecting a smaller
target bandwidth of 30-GHz in transmission mode at 10-dB gain
(100-GHz gain-bandwidth product), we extract from Fig. 5 the
required bottom DBR reflectivity to be about 0.982 (15 bottom

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. Output saturation power versus peak gain for (a) reflection mode
and (b) transmission mode (dot: measurement). The output mirror reflectivity
(periods) is given as parameter for (a) 25 bottom mirror periods and (b) 13 top
mirror periods.

periods for 13 top periods). This gives a 2-dBm saturation power
[see Fig. 7(b)] and about 700 A/cm required pump current density [see Fig. 8(b)].
Figs. 5, 7, and 8 allow for an easy exploration of the VCSAO
design space, matching desired performance data with the
required mirror reflectivity and pump current. Fig. 5 is most
general and it allows for bandwidth considerations with any
Fabry–Perot-type SOA. However, the curves in Figs. 7 and 8
are restricted to our 1.3- m active region and recalculation
is required for other types of active regions. Strong pumping
may lead to considerable internal heating of the device which
affects the quantum well gain. Higher temperature reduces
and red-shifts the gain peak in Fig. 2. For any active region
can be calculated
temperature, the appropriate function
from [15]. The cavity resonance wavelength is less temperature
sensitive. For strong pumping and high-temperature operation,
optimized quantum wells are desirable with the room-temperature gain peak blue-shifted from the signal wavelength.
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of vertical-cavity semiconductor optical amplifiers. However,
more elaborate models are required to consider lateral effects.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. Pump current densities versus peak gain corresponding to the curves
in Fig. 7 for (a) reflection mode and (b) transmission mode. The bottom border
indicates the present pump level.
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